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Abstract

Heavy precipitation events (HPEs) can lead to deadly and costly natural disasters and are critical to the hydrological budget

in regions where rainfall variability is high and water resources depend on individual storms. Thus, reliable projections of such

events in the future are needed. To provide high-resolution projections under the RCP8.5 scenario for HPEs at the end of the

21st century and to understand the changes in sub-hourly to daily rainfall patterns, weather research and forecasting (WRF)

model simulations of 41 historic HPEs in the eastern Mediterranean are compared with “pseudo global warming” simulations

of the same events. This paper presents the changes in rainfall patterns in future storms, decomposed into storms’ mean

conditional rain rate, duration, and area. A major decrease in rainfall accumulation (-30% averaged across events) is found

throughout future HPEs. This decrease results from a substantial reduction of the rain area of storms (-40%) and occurs despite

an increase in the mean conditional rain intensity (+15%). The duration of the HPEs decreases (-9%) in future simulations.

Regionally maximal 10-min rain rates increase (+22%), whereas over most of the region, long-duration rain rates decrease. The

consistency of results across events, driven by varying synoptic conditions, suggests that these changes have low sensitivity to

the specific large-scale flow during the events. Future HPEs in the eastern Mediterranean will therefore likely be drier and more

spatiotemporally concentrated, with substantial implications on hydrological outcomes of storms.
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Key Points: 14 

 End of 21
st
 century heavy precipitation events in the eastern Mediterranean are projected 15 

to have substantially reduced rainfall yield 16 

 This reduction results mainly from a major decrease in rain area during future events, 17 

despite the increased conditional rain rate 18 

 Changes in rain yield, rate, and area are consistent across many events, suggesting great 19 

hydrological implications for the region 20 
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Abstract 22 

Heavy precipitation events (HPEs) can lead to deadly and costly natural disasters and are critical 23 

to the hydrological budget in regions where rainfall variability is high and water resources 24 

depend on individual storms. Thus, reliable projections of such events in the future are needed. 25 

To provide high-resolution projections under the RCP8.5 scenario for HPEs at the end of the 21
st
 26 

century and to understand the changes in sub-hourly to daily rainfall patterns, weather research 27 

and forecasting (WRF) model simulations of 41 historic HPEs in the eastern Mediterranean are 28 

compared with “pseudo global warming” simulations of the same events. This paper presents the 29 

changes in rainfall patterns in future storms, decomposed into storms’ mean conditional rain rate, 30 

duration, and area. A major decrease in rainfall accumulation (-30% averaged across events) is 31 

found throughout future HPEs. This decrease results from a substantial reduction of the rain area 32 

of storms (-40%) and occurs despite an increase in the mean conditional rain intensity (+15%). 33 

The duration of the HPEs decreases (-9%) in future simulations. Regionally maximal 10-min rain 34 

rates increase (+22%), whereas over most of the region, long-duration rain rates decrease. The 35 

consistency of results across events, driven by varying synoptic conditions, suggests that these 36 

changes have low sensitivity to the specific large-scale flow during the events. Future HPEs in 37 

the eastern Mediterranean will therefore likely be drier and more spatiotemporally concentrated, 38 

with substantial implications on hydrological outcomes of storms. 39 

Plain Language Summary 40 

Heavy precipitation events are large storms that can recharge freshwater reservoirs, but can also 41 

lead to hazardous outcomes such as flash floods. Therefore, understanding the impacts of climate 42 

change on such storms is critical. Here, a weather model similar to those used in weather 43 

forecasts is used to simulate heavy precipitation events in the eastern Mediterranean. A large 44 

collection of storms is simulated in pairs: (1) historic storms, known for their high impact, and 45 

(2) placing the same storms in a global warming scenario projected for the end of the 21
st
 46 

century. Using these simulations we ask how present-day storms would look like were they to 47 

occur at the warmer end of the 21
st
 century. The future storms are found to produce much less 48 

rainfall compared to the historic ones. This decrease in rainfall is attributed mainly to the 49 

reduction in the area covered by storms’ rainfall, and happens despite increasing rainfall 50 

intensities. These results suggest that the region will be drier in the future with larger dry areas 51 

during storms; however, over short durations, it would rain more intensely over contracted areas 52 

– increasing local hazards associated with heavy precipitation events.  53 

1 Introduction 54 

Expected impacts of climate change on rainfall during heavy precipitation events (HPEs) 55 

have the potential to significantly alter their influence on future societies. Where precipitation 56 

variability is high, such as in Mediterranean and arid climates, the impact of individual HPEs in 57 

terms of both peril (e.g., Borga et al., 2014; Dayan et al., 2021; Raveh-Rubin & Wernli, 2016; 58 

Rinat et al., 2020; De Vries et al., 2013) and water resources (Flaounas et al., 2021; Nasta et al., 59 

2018; Samuels et al., 2009; R. G. Taylor et al., 2013) is great, and reliable projections of HPEs 60 

are needed (e.g., Sillmann et al., 2021).  61 

Individual HPEs are controlled by specific large scale and synoptic circulation patterns. 62 

However, projected changes in the atmospheric circulation are highly uncertain across global 63 

climate models (GCMs) due to the wide variety of factors at play (Shepherd, 2014). 64 
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Furthermore, climate change impact on HPEs can be quite different from the well-studied impact 65 

on the mean rainfall or even on high precipitation percentiles (e.g., Donat et al., 2016; Kendon et 66 

al., 2018; Moustakis et al., 2021; O’Gorman, 2015; Pfahl et al., 2017; Trenberth et al., 2015).  67 

Detailed projections of the regional rainfall during a specific event can only be provided 68 

by models that can explicitly resolve the convective processes governing precipitation during 69 

HPEs (e.g., Fosser et al., 2014). Indeed, convection-permitting models (CPMs) are more reliable 70 

than GCMs in simulating spatiotemporal precipitation patterns (Ban et al., 2014; Cannon & 71 

Innocenti, 2019; Crook et al., 2019; Kendon et al., 2014; Meredith et al., 2020; Poujol et al., 72 

2020; Prein et al., 2015, 2017; Westra et al., 2014). Recent methodological and computing 73 

advances enable “climate” CPM simulations with long-term (~10 yr), large-scale (continental), 74 

and high resolution (a few kilometers) outputs with some groups already running ensemble 75 

simulations over specific regions (Chan et al., 2020; Coppola et al., 2020; Pichelli et al., 2021). 76 

These give probabilistic projections of changes in precipitation extremes with expectations to 77 

achieve better quantification of future HPEs (e.g., Kendon et al., 2014; Poujol et al., 2020). 78 

However, rare extreme or heavy precipitation events are, by definition, hard to assess even with 79 

such simulations (e.g., Fatichi et al., 2016; Kendon et al., 2021). Moreover, a few kilometers 80 

resolution may still not be sufficient to represent the local nature of convective clouds, especially 81 

when shallow convection is present (Kendon et al., 2021; Prein et al., 2015). Therefore, trying to 82 

provide reliable projections of the changes in rainfall patterns during HPEs will probably take 83 

many more years of improvement in climate modeling. A complementing approach, aimed at 84 

resolving extreme events and intra-event characteristics (Fowler, Ali, et al., 2021; O’Gorman, 85 

2015), is to provide projections of specific high impact events either by identifying interesting 86 

events such as hurricanes over long-term simulations (Gutmann et al., 2018), or through the 87 

simulation of individual events known for their high-impact, such as snowstorms (G. Chen et al., 88 

2020), tropical cyclones (J. Chen et al., 2020), or HPEs (Ferreira, 2021).  89 

Pseudo global warming (PGW) is an emerging methodology for event-based projections, 90 

enabling assessment of the impacts of one or more meteorological parameters over local-scale 91 

weather events (Brogli et al., 2019; Fowler, Lenderink, et al., 2021; Moustakis et al., 2021; Prein 92 

et al., 2017; Sato et al., 2007; Schär et al., 1996). The PGW methodology imposes a certain 93 

climate change, e.g., temperature rise, over the initial and boundary conditions of a regional 94 

model, by prescribing the synoptic and larger-scale changes from GCMs, while allowing smaller 95 

scale features to develop freely within a downscaled modeled domain in a physically consistent 96 

manner. Further, projections of precipitation extremes under global warming scenarios 97 

commonly focus on daily resolutions (Donat et al., 2016; O’Gorman, 2015; Pfahl et al., 2017), 98 

which hinders the possible impact of short-duration extremes; only recently more studies have 99 

directed attention to changes expected over sub-daily or even sub-hourly extremes (Fowler, Ali, 100 

et al., 2021; Fowler, Wasko, et al., 2021; Morrison et al., 2019). However, to understand the 101 

potential effects of changes in precipitation extremes, not only their changing intensity and 102 

frequency are important, but also high-resolution changes in intra-event characteristics, such as 103 

the spatiotemporal organization of the storms (Li et al., 2018). This requires high-resolution 104 

analysis of many high-impact storms of different synoptic-scale circulations, as there is no 105 

guarantee that different HPEs behave the same way (Fowler, Ali, et al., 2021). 106 

The goal of this study is to identify and quantify changes in rainfall patterns during HPEs 107 

induced by global warming, and to examine whether a common change emerges over a variety of 108 

HPEs. To do so, we exploit the case of the eastern Mediterranean (Sect. 2.1) to simulate a large 109 
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number of HPEs using the PGW methodology with a very high spatiotemporal resolution, and 110 

explicitly consider space-time patterns of rainfall during the events over durations of 10-min to 111 

24-h.  112 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the study region and outlines the 113 

modeling strategy and the analyses of rainfall patterns. We first demonstrate the expected 114 

changes for a specific HPE case (Sect. 3.1), and then examine changes in rainfall accumulation 115 

over a large set of HPEs (Sect. 3.2). Changes in specific rainfall properties are outlined in Sect. 116 

3.2-3.4, with the unique role of the rain area shown in Sect. 3.3.1. Section 4 begins with a 117 

discussion of the event-based approach (Sect. 4.1) and continues with an examination of the 118 

change in rainfall patterns in future HPEs (Sect. 4.2). Our conclusions are presented in Sect. 5. 119 

2 Study Region, Data, and Methods 120 

2.1 Study Region 121 

The focus here is on the eastern Mediterranean (Fig. 1), which (a) is expected to suffer 122 

from a large future decrease in total rainfall (Garfinkel et al., 2020; Giorgi & Lionello, 2008; 123 

Zappa et al., 2015), (b) may experience an increase in extreme precipitation occurrence (Alpert 124 

et al., 2002; Marra et al., 2021; Samuels et al., 2017), (c) is characterized by the least 125 

precipitation per capita in the world (Dirmeyer et al., 2009), and (d) is exposed to large rainfall 126 

variability (Morin, 2011). These characteristics result in a large dependency on HPEs, in terms of 127 

water resources and vulnerability to natural hazards; therefore, we explore here possible future 128 

changes in HPEs in the region, and disassemble them to their distinct hydrometeorological 129 

constituents. It is important to note there is currently no CPM with future projections available 130 

for the study region. 131 

In the eastern Mediterranean (Fig. 1a), the Mediterranean climate abuts the semiarid to 132 

hyperarid climates characterizing the region to the south and east of the Mediterranean Sea. 133 

Yearly rainfall amounts drop from >1000 mm in the northern mountains, to <<100 mm at the 134 

southeast regions (Fig 1b). Summers are dry, and the rainy season is October to May, with a few 135 

rare exceptions in September and June (Yair Goldreich, 2012; Kushnir et al., 2017). The core of 136 

the rainy season is December-February (>65% of precipitation). However, the rainy season’s 137 

midpoint changes from the beginning of January near the Mediterranean Sea to the end of 138 

January farther inland (Y. Goldreich, 1994; Yair Goldreich, 1995). This reflects the important 139 

contribution of the warm Mediterranean Sea water to building up of Mediterranean Cyclones 140 

(MCs), the favorable synoptic condition prevailing during rainy days, generating >90% of all 141 

rainfall in the northern, wetter part of the region (Alpert & Shay-EL, 1994; El‐Fandy, 1946; Ziv 142 

et al., 2006). Other synoptic systems contribute relatively large rain amounts to the interior-143 

desert area mainly during the transitional seasons (Armon et al., 2019; Dayan & Morin, 2006; 144 

Kahana et al., 2002), including the more frequent (a) active Red Sea troughs (ARSTs) (Ashbel, 145 

1938; De Vries et al., 2013), occurring mainly in fall, and (b) less frequent disturbances in the 146 

Subtropical Jet sometimes termed Tropical Plumes or Active Subtropical Jet (Armon et al., 2018; 147 

Dayan & Abramski, 1983; Rubin et al., 2007; Tubi et al., 2017).  148 
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 149 

Figure 1. Map of the study area. (a) Köppen-Geiger climate classification of the eastern 150 

Mediterranean (Atlas of Israel, 2011), weather research and forecasting (WRF) model domains 151 

(D1-D3; Sect. 2.3), and the range of the weather radar used for the identification of events (Sect. 152 

2.2). (b) Mean annual rainfall based on 1960-1990 interpolated rain gauge data (Enzel et al., 153 

2003), the innermost model domain, and the weather radar range. Green and yellow colors, 154 

corresponding to drier and wetter than 200 mm yr
-1

, respectively, roughly mark the extent of the 155 

desert and Mediterranean climate regions. SND = Sinai-Negev Desert, LM = Lebanon 156 

Mountains. 157 

2.2 HPEs Identification 158 

A collection of carefully selected HPEs was used in this study (Table S1 in the 159 

Supporting Information) following Armon et al. (2020) and described here briefly. It consists of 160 

41 HPEs identified based on their magnitude compared to a 24-year rainfall climatology from 161 

physically-corrected and gauge-adjusted weather radar rainfall data (Marra & Morin, 2015; Fig. 162 

1b). A HPE was identified when at least a thousand 1-km
2
 radar

 
pixels exhibited a rain amount 163 

greater than the local 99.5
th

 quantile of the non-zero amounts for multiple durations, thus 164 

revealing events which can be considered locally intense. To have a good representation of both 165 

short- and long-duration HPEs, this process was repeated for durations of 1-72 h. Events 166 

identified as a HPE for more than one duration were merged (Table S1). Return levels of the 167 

99.5
th

 quantile thresholds are roughly 2-10 years. Events were separated by at least 24 h with less 168 

than 100 pixels displaying rainfall of more than 0.1 mm, and they span 3.4 ± 1.6 d (mean and 169 

standard deviation). This collection of HPEs represents a large variance of synoptic conditions, 170 

associated with both MCs (35 events) and ARSTs (six events). A detailed description of the 171 

collection of events and their rainfall characteristics is given in Armon et al. (2020). 172 
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2.3 WRF Simulations 173 

Each of the 41 HPEs was simulated twice, using version 3.9.1.1 of the weather research 174 

and forecasting (WRF) model, at a convection permitting resolution. The first simulation of each 175 

event represents the historic conditions during the storm (near the end of the 20
th

 century; sect. 176 

2.3.1). Results of these simulations were previously published (Armon et al., 2020). The second 177 

simulation represents a hypothetic storyline in which the same HPE hits the area by the end of 178 

the 21
st
 century, when global warming conditions at a representative concentration pathway 179 

(RCP) 8.5 prevail in the region (sect. 2.3.2). 180 

2.3.1 Simulation of Historic HPEs 181 

Simulation of historic HPEs was conducted at a configuration suitable for a skillful 182 

representation of rainfall patterns in the eastern Mediterranean (Armon et al., 2020; Romine et 183 

al., 2013; Rostkier-Edelstein et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2015). This configuration includes 184 

three two-way nested domains (Fig. 1a; Table S2) in which the innermost domain is simulated at 185 

a very high spatial and temporal resolution (1 km
2
, 4-8 s). Convective parametrization was used 186 

only in the two outer nests, while in the inner nest the resolution is high enough to explicitly 187 

represent convection (e.g. Prein et al., 2015). Further details are described in Table S2 and in 188 

Armon et al. (2020).  189 

Initial and boundary conditions for the historic simulations are 6-hourly ERA-Interim 190 

reanalysis data, at 60 vertical layers with a T255 spectral spatial resolution (~80 km) (Dee et al., 191 

2011). HPEs were simulated starting 24 h before the beginning of the observed rainfall (rounded 192 

down to the previous 6 h) and lasted until the end of the HPE (rounded to the following 6 h). The 193 

24 h period before the event is considered a spinup phase, for which we discard the rain fields. 194 

This duration is considered long enough to correct spatial heterogeneities arising from the initial 195 

conditions (Gómez-Navarro et al., 2019; Picard & Mass, 2017; Warner, 2011: pp 215-216), 196 

which is crucial in correcting non-physical properties of the atmosphere, expected to be present 197 

in the PGW simulations because of the usage of ensemble mean fields (Shepherd, 2019; Tebaldi 198 

& Knutti, 2007) (Sect. 2.3.2). Precipitation outputs for the innermost domain were saved at 10 199 

min intervals. 200 

As was shown by Armon et al. (2020), the total precipitation during most of the HPEs 201 

reproduces the structure, location, and the seasonal change of the precipitation’s center-of-mass 202 

of radar-observed precipitation, albeit with a positive bias. Given that HPEs in the region are 203 

characterized by small spatiotemporal scale rain-cells, it is important to note the model’s skill is 204 

particularly good at its “raw” (1 km
2
) resolution for total rain amounts of <25 mm, however, for 205 

larger amounts a skillful representation must include a spatial averaging of at least a few tens of 206 

square kilometers. The model also well represents areal mean rainfall amounts, for various 207 

durations, which are crucial drivers of the hydrological response to precipitation. MC-type HPEs 208 

are better simulated compared to ARSTs, which are in general shorter and more local in nature. 209 

2.3.2 Simulation of “Future” HPEs 210 

To simulate the occurrence of the same HPEs in the future we used the “pseudo global 211 

warming” (PGW) methodology (Kawase et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2011; Schär et al., 1996). 212 

Each of the simulated HPEs was forced with the same input data as the historic events (Sect. 213 

2.3.1) after adding the signal of climate change to the following input variables: surface pressure, 214 

skin temperature (including sea surface temperature), and 3D fields of temperature, wind, and 215 
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specific humidity. In contrast to homogeneous changes common in the surrogate climate-change 216 

methodology (Keller et al., 2018; Schär et al., 1996), 3D spatial heterogeneity in the altered 217 

fields used in PGW experiments allows for representation of non-uniform spatial response to 218 

global warming (e.g., Rasmussen et al., 2011). 219 

The changes applied over the initial and boundary conditions, for each pixel and timestep 220 

(denoted hereon as Δ), were derived from the monthly values (Oct-Apr) of the ensemble mean of 221 

29 models of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5; Table S3) (K. E. 222 

Taylor et al., 2012). They were based on the difference in the corresponding parameter values for 223 

the end of the 21
st
 century and the end of the 20

th
 century under an RCP 8.5 scenario, as follows: 224 

Δ𝑋𝑗 = 𝑋�̿�|𝟐𝟎𝟕𝟒−𝟐𝟎𝟗𝟗
29 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠

− 𝑋�̿�|𝟏𝟗𝟕𝟗−𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟒
29 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠

,        (1) 225 

where 𝑋 is a specified meteorological variable, defined for the particular month (𝑗) of the HPE 226 

occurrence. The double overbar represents the mean of this parameter over the future (2074 to 227 

2099) or historic (1979 to 2004) periods, averaged among the 29 CMIP5 models. Δ fields were 228 

linearly interpolated into a common grid, similar to the ERA-Interim horizontal grid (T255) and 229 

consisting of 42 levels in the vertical (model top = 10 hPa) for the 3D fields, over the entirety of 230 

the outermost domain. The changes applied represent a major warming of the region over the 231 

whole troposphere, but specifically over its upper levels. Surface temperature increases on 232 

average by 4.3°C. Alongside the warming, is a decrease in the zonal component of wind and an 233 

increase of the sea level pressure in the central Mediterranean, as detailed in the Supporting 234 

Information Text S1 and Fig S1. 235 

2.4 Analyzed Rainfall Parameters and Statistical Methods 236 

The parameters examined here are based on the 10-min rainfall fields from the innermost 237 

domain of both the historic and the “future” (PGW) simulations. Rainfall parameters from the 238 

historic and future simulations were compared both through their entire distribution across all 239 

events and through an event-based paired comparison (historic-future). To enable comparison 240 

between events of different magnitudes, in many instances we normalize the quantity examined 241 

to its historic value: 100 ×
𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖 – ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
, where 𝑖 indicates a specific event for which “future” 242 

and “historic” quantities are spatially averaged. 243 

The following rainfall parameters were considered for each event: 244 

(1) Rainfall accumulation for each pixel. 245 

(2) Areal mean rainfall accumulation, which is the average of (1) over the region of interest. 246 

(3) Factors affecting areal mean rainfall accumulation: the value in (2) above can be obtained by 247 

integrating rain rates over all rainy pixels and timesteps and divide by the area of the region. 248 

Therefore, it is possible to consider three factors affecting the areal mean accumulation:  249 

(a) The mean conditional rain rate is the average of rain rates >0.1 mm h
-1

 over all timesteps 250 

and pixels.  251 

(b) The duration of the events is defined here as the time it took the central 90% of rainfall 252 

mass to precipitate. 253 
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(c) The rain area of the event is the time-average of the area covered by 10-min rain rates 254 

>0.1 mm h
-1

 along the event. We also examine the rain area for higher rain rate thresholds 255 

in the range of 0.5-100 mm h
-1

.  256 

(4) Maximal rain rates for durations of 10, 20 and 30 min, 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h for each pixel. To 257 

diminish the effect of single outlier pixels, the rain field is first smoothed spatially using a 3X3 258 

pixel moving average window. 259 

(5) Regionally maximal rain rates for the same durations as in (4), which are taken as the 260 

maximal value from (4) over all pixels in the region.  261 

The analyses above were evaluated both over the entire study region and over four sub-262 

regions (Fig. 1b). These are the Mediterranean Sea area, the land area, and a division of the latter 263 

to the area north to the 200 mm isohyet roughly corresponding to the Mediterranean climate 264 

zone, and the area south of the 200 mm isohyet roughly corresponding to the desert climate zone. 265 

To analyze changes in the spatial structure of precipitation we compared the spatial 266 

autocorrelation structure of the 10-min rain fields whenever these were considered as having 267 

convective elements, following Marra and Morin (2018). Convective elements are defined here 268 

as spatially connected regions of area ≥3 km
2
 with rain rates >10 mm h

-1
 that include at least one 269 

pixel with rain rate >25 mm h
-1

. Following Peleg et al. (2013), the spatial autocorrelation was 270 

calculated through fitting a three-parameter exponential function to the 2D spatial 271 

autocorrelation field (e.g., Nerini et al., 2017) of each of the convective rain fields as in Eq. 2: 272 

𝑟(ℎ) = 𝑎𝑒−(
ℎ

𝑏
)
𝑐

,          (2) 273 

where h is the lag distance, b, termed the correlation distance, is the distance at which the 274 

correlation decreases to 𝑟 = 𝑎𝑒−1, a is the nugget (interception) parameter and c is the shape 275 

parameter. For each event, the representative parameters of Eq. (2) are the intra-event medians 276 

over all convective rain fields. The comparison of the autocorrelation structure between historic 277 

and future events is based on the inter-event medians of these representative parameters.  278 

Statistical significance of the changes in pixel-based parameters is determined through 279 

the paired t-test with 5% significance level. For event-based parameters, statistical significance is 280 

declared if both paired t-test and paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests are statistically significant at 281 

the 5% level. 282 

3 Results 283 

To have a better understanding of the changes between “future” (PGW) and historic 284 

simulations, we first present an examination of the first HPE in our collection, which exhibits 285 

many of the features observed throughout the events. It is followed by the results obtained 286 

throughout the HPEs collection. 287 

3.1 Case Study #1 288 

The first HPE in our collection (2-5 Nov 1991) is characterized by the passage of a MC, 289 

triggering numerous rain cells crossing the region with a general SW-NE track. These rain cells 290 

contributed >100 mm of accumulated rainfall mainly to the north coast and mountainous areas of 291 

the study region (Fig. 2a, Movie S1). The areal average rainfall accumulation simulated over the 292 

entire domain for the historic event is 21.9 mm. Compared to the historic event, the future event 293 
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exhibits a pronounced (-20%) decrease in precipitation with areal average rainfall accumulation 294 

summing to 17.5 mm (Fig. 2b-c). The decrease is more pronounced over the land area (-28%) 295 

compared to the sea area (-16%), and is similar between the desert and Mediterranean regions of 296 

the land area (-29% and -27%, respectively).  297 

In contrast to the decrease in total rain amounts, short duration (10-min) rain rates reveal 298 

a more complicated pattern (Fig. 2d). When considering the distribution of all 10-min timesteps 299 

and pixels, including those with no-rain (i.e., unconditional rain rates), most of the distribution 300 

presents decreased rain rates and only the uppermost quantiles (>99.75%) of future rain rates 301 

increase compared to the historic ones. For example, the 99.99% quantile (corresponding to ~1.4 302 

10
4
 pixel-timesteps values of 10-min rain rates), is increased by 21% (from 77 mm h

-1
 to 93 mm 303 

h
-1

). However, the decrease in most of the unconditional rain rate quantiles is very much affected 304 

by the change in the spatiotemporal coverage of the event, namely the wet-frequency. 305 

Conversely, considering the distribution of the rainy pixels and timesteps, i.e., the conditional 306 

10-min rain rate, quantiles of the future HPE are increasing throughout the distribution (Fig. 2d 307 

inset). The mean value of the conditional rain rate increases from 2.64 mm h
-1

 for the historic 308 

event to 3.43 mm h
-1

 for the future one (+30%).  309 

In addition to the mean conditional rain rate, two other factors affect the areal mean 310 

rainfall (Sect. 2.4), the duration and the rain area (Fig. 2e). The duration of the event (Fig. S2a) 311 

decreased from 2440 min to 1850 min (-24%) between the historic and future simulations. This 312 

reduction reflects a delayed start of the “core” of the rainfall during the passage of the MC, and 313 

an earlier termination (Movie S1). The rain area (Fig. 2e) exhibits a major contraction (-38%) 314 

between the historic and future simulations, from 31.9 10
3
 km

2
 (10.5% of the study region) to 315 

19.7 10
3
 km

2
 (6.5%) in historic and future simulations, respectively. This major decrease in rain 316 

area reflects the decrease in the area of precipitating rain cells, seen clearly in Movie S1, as well 317 

as in their number. However, it is important to note that we leave for future work a quantitative 318 

assessment or tracking of individual rain cells (e.g., Belachsen et al., 2017; Peleg & Morin, 319 

2012). Nevertheless, we did compute the spatial autocorrelation of convective rainfall (Sect. 2.4). 320 

The spatial autocorrelation distance is 7 km and 5 km, respectively for the historic and future 321 

events (Fig. S2b). In addition, the number of 10-min convective timesteps decreases by 5.1% 322 

(from 429 to 407).  323 

In summary, this case study of the first HPE in our collection indicates that, moving from 324 

historic to future climates, areal mean rainfall accumulation decreases whereas conditional 10-325 

min rain rates increase. This opposing behavior is caused by the decrease in the duration of the 326 

rainfall and even a greater decrease in the rain area, where the latter is probably due to the 327 

reduction in the area of precipitating rain cells and possibly in their number. The decrease in 328 

duration and in rain area, which means a decrease in wet-frequency, leads also to a decrease in 329 

almost all quantiles (except the uppermost ones) of the unconditional rain rate distribution, while 330 

the conditional rain rate distribution presents an increase in all quantiles. 331 
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 332 

Figure 2. Rainfall in HPE#1 (2-5 Nov 1991). (a) Total rainfall for the historic simulation (see 333 

Armon et al. (2020): Fig. 7 for a comparison with precipitation measured by the weather radar). 334 

(b) Total rainfall for the future (PGW) simulation. (c) Difference between historic and future 335 

simulations (future – historic). (d) Upper 1% quantile of the cumulative frequency curve of 336 

unconditional 10-min rain rates throughout the event (i.e., including no-rain intervals and pixels) 337 

for the historic (blue line) and future (orange) events. The dashed yellow line marks their 338 

intersection. The small inset presents the full cumulative frequency curve of conditional 10-min 339 

rain rates (where rain rate >0.1 mm h
-1

), with mean rain rates in dashed lines. (e) Time series of 340 

the areal coverage of rainfall (% of the area covered by rain rate >0.1 mm h
-1

). Note the larger 341 

historic relative to the future unconditional rain rates (up to the 99.75% quantile [marked with 342 

yellow dashed line]; panel d) and the rain area (e) while future conditional rain rates are larger 343 

throughout the distribution (inset in d and Fig. S2a).  344 

3.2 Decreased Rainfall Accumulation Throughout Events 345 

In general, future simulations show a significant decrease in rainfall accumulation 346 

compared with historic simulations (Fig. 3), with a sum of the areal average over all 41 events of 347 

485 mm, compared to 601 mm, respectively (-19%). This decrease is seen throughout the region, 348 

with >90% of the area exhibiting decreased rainfall. Given the large variability in rainfall in the 349 

region (inter-annual, inter- and intra-event), the fact that 35% of the area shows a significant 350 

change in rainfall accumulation highlights the robustness of the results. Out of the portion of 351 

pixels showing a statistically significant change, 99.97% exhibit a decrease in total rainfall. In 352 

absolute terms, this decrease is most severe in the wetter part of the region (the northern area and 353 

the mountains); 1% of pixels show a decrease of ≥618 mm (Fig. 3c). In relative terms, the 354 

decrease is most drastic over the Sinai desert and throughout Jordan; 1% of pixels show a 355 

decrease of at least 55% (Fig. 3d).  356 
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 357 

Figure 3. Total rainfall summed over the 41 HPEs historic (a) and future (PGW) simulations. (c) 358 

Difference between historic and future simulations (future – historic). Statistically significant 359 

differences are demarcated by gray lines. (d) Same as (c) but in relative terms: (100 ×360 
𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒−ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐

ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐
).  361 

The decrease in rainfall accumulation recognized above for the first HPE is preserved 362 

among most of the analyzed HPEs. More than 90% of events feature smaller rainfall 363 

accumulations in future compared to historic simulations (Fig. 4a, Table 1) with a significant 364 

inter-event average decrease of -2.8 mm (equivalent to -30%). Like the first case study, the 365 

decrease is more pronounced over land compared to the sea with a significant change of -36% 366 

and -26% in average precipitation, respectively. Similarly, 95% and 83% of HPEs were smaller 367 

in future compared to historic simulations over land and sea, respectively. The decreased 368 

precipitation is significant in each of the sub-regions considered here (Fig. 4b, Fig. S3, Table 1).  369 
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 370 

Figure 4. Comparison of future and historic areal mean rainfall accumulation for all 41 HPEs 371 

analyzed (a-b, Sect. 3.2), and the regional maximal 10-min rain rates (i.e., along all the pixels in 372 

the region and throughout timesteps) (c-d, Sect. 3.4). Scatter plots (a, c) compare the historic 373 

(horizontal axis) and future (vertical axis) values. Violin plots (b, d) show the distribution of 374 

historic (pale colors) and future (bold colors) quantities for the different sub-regions (Fig. 1b). 375 

Each dot along the violin represents a value of one HPE, white dots are median values, and gray 376 

boxes are the inter quartile range. The change between medians of historic and future events is 377 

marked with dashed lines. Statistically significant differences between the paired-event 378 

populations for each region (presented also as scatter plots in Fig. S3 and S7) are marked here 379 

with ** (see also Table 1).  380 

  381 
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Table 1: Changes in rainfall properties between future and historic simulations. Bolded numbers 382 

are statistically significant (i.e. on both paired t- and paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, Sect. 383 

2.4). Italics are significant on the paired t-test only. The upper value represents the entire region 384 

and below are values for each sub-region (land, sea, med=Mediterranean, and des=desert, Fig. 385 

1b). 386 

 
Fraction of HPEs exhibiting 

larger values in future [%] 

Average normalized change: 
1

n
∑ (

𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖 – ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖

ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖
)𝑛

𝑖=1  [%] 

Areal average rainfall 

accumulation 

10 -30 

Land Sea Med Des Land Sea Med Des 

5 17 10 12 -36 -26 -34 -37 

Regionally max 10-min rain 

rate 

85 22 

Land Sea Med Des Land Sea Med Des 

80 83 83 63 18 23 21 11 

Duration 24 -9 

Land Sea Med Des Land Sea Med Des 

24 29 24 37 -8 -7 -8 2 

Rain area 2 -40 

2 2 2 2 -42 -38 -41 -42 

 387 

3.3 Opposing Changes in Rainfall Properties: Increased Conditional Rain Rates, 388 

Decreased Duration and Areal Coverage 389 

Changes in the event-based areal mean rainfall accumulation are examined through 390 

changes in three rainfall components: mean conditional rain rate, event duration, and rain area 391 

(Fig. 5, Fig. S4-S5). The mean conditional rain rate significantly increases with an average 392 

change of 15%, and >85% of the events show higher average conditional rain rate in the future 393 

compared with the historic simulations. Although there is some correlation between the changes 394 

in mean conditional rain rate and total rainfall (Spearman’s correlation: 𝜌 = 0.37; Fig. S5) 395 

increases as large as 47% (event #16) are observed in events with a reduction of the rainfall 396 

accumulation. This suggests that the change in the mean conditional rain is rather weakly related 397 

to rainfall accumulation. 398 

While mean conditional rain rate is increasing, the duration of events shows a significant 399 

negative change (-9%), from a mean of 3290 min to 2980 min, and >75% of the events are 400 

longer in historic compared to future simulations (Table 1). The reduction in durations is not, 401 

however, a good predictor for the reduction in total rainfall accumulation, with a low, non-402 

significant negative correlation between the two (Fig. S5).  403 

The third component in this analysis, the rain area, reveals the largest relative change out 404 

of all three components. It also presents the highest correlation with the change in rainfall 405 

accumulation (𝜌 = 0.93; Fig. S5). The rain area is decreased in all but one of the events (>97% 406 

of events) with a significant and substantial average decrease (-40%). Events with the lowest 407 
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reduction (or even slight increase) in rainfall accumulation are only those in which the reduction 408 

in the rain area is relatively small, while events with a large decrease in rainfall accumulation are 409 

accompanied by a large decrease in rain area. These results indicate that the factor most heavily 410 

related to changes in rainfall accumulation is the rain area. 411 

 412 

Figure 5. Normalized change between future and historic simulations (100 ×
𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒−ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐

ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑐
) for 413 

the 41 HPEs analyzed. Events are sorted by the change in rainfall accumulation (blue bars). 414 

Dashed lines represent average inter-event values (written also inside the legend). The non-415 

normalized changes are shown in Fig. S4. Correlations between the change in rainfall 416 

accumulation and the three other parameters are in Fig. S5.  417 

3.3.1 Spatial Concentration of Future Rainstorms 418 

To better understand the changes in the rain area, we examine its changes using a range 419 

of rain rate thresholds. Divergent changes in the extent of areas exceeding various rain rates are 420 

essential in understanding possible hydrological responses to climate change (Bacchi & Ranzi, 421 

1996; Fowler, Lenderink, et al., 2021; Peleg et al., 2018). Fig. 6a displays the event-average 422 

areal rainfall coverage for each HPE with different rain rate thresholds, normalized by the largest 423 

coverage for each intensity for both historic and future simulations. The fraction of events with 424 

larger areal coverage for each rain rate threshold in historic events, i.e., the relative number of 425 

points below the 1:1 line, is displayed in Fig. 6b. The areal coverage of rainfall with relatively 426 

low rain rates (0.1-5 mm h
-1

) is reduced significantly for future compared to historic simulations. 427 

The opposite case is true for high rain rates (20-100 mm h
-1

). This change occurs at rain rates of 428 

~10 mm h
-1

, where no significant change is documented between rain area above this threshold 429 

in historic and in future simulations.  430 

These different trends imply that when compared with historic rainstorms, the total “wet” 431 

area in future events is lower, and the storms are more concentrated around the higher rain rates. 432 

This conclusion is further strengthened by the change in the autocorrelation pattern of convective 433 

rainfall, which demonstrate a much sharper decrease with distance in future compared with 434 
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historic simulations and, accordingly, the median of the autocorrelation distance decreases from 435 

8 km to 5 km (Fig. S6). 436 

 437 

Figure 6. Changes in areal coverage for different rain rate thresholds. (a) Areal mean coverage 438 

along each event (small dots) for different rain intensity thresholds (different colors) in historic 439 

events (horizontal axis) and future (PGW) events (vertical axis). Values are normalized by the 440 

maximal value observed for each rain rate threshold. Average inter-event values are marked with 441 

large circles. Filled circles demonstrate statistically significant changes between future and 442 

historic values, and one hollow circle shows an insignificant difference. (b) Fraction of events 443 

with larger areal coverage in historic compared to future simulations for each of the inspected 444 

rain rate thresholds. 445 

3.4 Changes in Extreme Rain Rates for Different Durations 446 

The change in maximal rain rate for each pixel displays different behavior along the 447 

study area and between durations. The maps in Fig. 7 show the difference between the inter-448 

event average of the maximum rain rate per event for each pixel, over durations of 10-min to 24-449 

h. For short durations (10-60 min, Fig. 7a-b, Fig. S7), a north-south gradient in maximal rain 450 

rates is evident in maximal rain rates. Significant decreases are identified mainly over the 451 

southern and eastern desert areas and far into the sea. In contrast, a positive change sub-parallel 452 

to the coastline and over Lebanon is present. It is observed mainly a few kilometers offshore and 453 

over the mountains at the north of the study region. Over longer durations (a few hours to one 454 

day), a larger portion of the region exhibits a significant change in maximal rain intensities (Fig. 455 

7c-d, Fig. S7). This change is almost exclusively negative, focusing over both the desert area and 456 

most of the northern land region (excluding the shoreline and the upslopes of the Lebanon 457 

Mountains). In relative terms, for the longer durations, almost 25% of the area exhibits a 458 

decrease of more than 40% compared with areal-average maximal rain rate in historic events 459 

(Fig. S7). It must be noted, however, that the spatial perspective presented in Fig. 7 involves both 460 

the increase in rain rates, and the decrease in wet-frequency caused by smaller areal coverage of 461 

these intensities and shorter event durations, resulting in a mixture of increased and decreased 462 

maximal rain rates.  463 
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 464 

Figure 7. Changes in maximal rain rates averaged over all events for durations of 10-min (a), 1 h 465 

(b), 6 h (c) and 24-h (d) between future and historic simulations (future – historic). Statistically 466 

significant differences are circumscribed in gray.  467 

In contrast to the decrease in rainfall accumulation, and as exemplified by the first case 468 

study (Sect. 3.1), regionally maximal 10-min rain rates (maximum along all pixels and timesteps) 469 

in future simulations are significantly higher than in historic simulations (Fig. 4c-d, Table 1) with 470 

an average increase of 22%. This conclusion holds for all sub-regions inspected here, except for 471 

the desert sub-region, in which the increase (11%) is non-significant (Fig. 4d, Fig. S8, Table 1). 472 

Increases of the regionally maximal 10-min rain rates over both the Mediterranean climate and 473 

Sea sub-regions are on average >21%, and the increase over land, as a result of the small 474 

increase over the desert, is 18%. Furthermore, most of the events (85%) have higher values in 475 

future compared to historic simulations and this is rather consistent among the different sub-476 

regions (Table 1). The increase in regionally maximal rain rates between historic and future 477 

simulations holds for longer durations as well (Fig. S9).  478 

 479 

 480 
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4 Summary and Discussion 481 

This study shows the changes in rainfall patterns between paired simulations of historic 482 

and future HPEs, with the objective of identifying whether common changes in rainfall patterns 483 

exist, and characterizing these changes. The collection of objectively identified 41 HPEs was 484 

simulated twice, and the results of the two simulations are compared. The first simulation is 485 

based on historic conditions, and the second applies expected changes in various meteorological 486 

parameters from the RCP 8.5 scenario for the end of the 21
st
 century on top of historic initial and 487 

boundary conditions. Selected events represent some of the heaviest precipitation events in the 488 

region around the end of the 20
th

 century. Our results, shown first for a case study, and then for 489 

the full collection of HPEs, demonstrate the added value of using event-based simulations, and 490 

provide high resolution projections of future changes in rainfall patterns, highlighting the 491 

importance of changes in specific rainfall constituents, as discussed below. 492 

4.1 Opportunities Gained by the Event-Based Approach and their Implications 493 

Large-scale and long term CPM simulations are becoming increasingly attainable, 494 

allowing to better characterize precipitation extremes in future climate scenarios (e.g., Coppola 495 

et al., 2020; Kendon et al., 2018). However, there are still difficulties in providing reliable 496 

projections of rainfall during HPEs (Kendon et al., 2021); the computational and the power 497 

consumption costs of these simulations are huge (Fuhrer et al., 2018; Loft, 2020), and the rarest 498 

of extremes are difficult to characterize even in runs extending for many years. Therefore, if the 499 

purpose of a study is to identify potential changes in only a subset of the climate, e.g., HPEs, a 500 

full-climate run should be used prudently.  501 

Here, using an event-based approach we were able to show plausible impacts of climate 502 

change on some of the heaviest rainstorms in the eastern Mediterranean. Furthermore, we show 503 

that many “plausible” instances (i.e., individual HPE events) point in the same direction; 504 

therefore, the plausible scenario may be considered as the probable scenario. Even if the entire 505 

variance of possibilities is not perfectly represented using this method, the emerging similar 506 

response enables us to garner insight on “climate questions”, such as projections of future 507 

precipitation patterns, using a weather model. We showed that rainfall accumulation under 508 

global warming conditions decreases over > 90% of the simulated HPEs and analyzed the 509 

properties of rainfall accounting for this decrease. The rain area exhibits the largest and most 510 

consistent decrease and is heavily associated with the decrease in rainfall accumulation, while 511 

increased conditional rain rate is only weakly related to rainfall accumulation and cannot 512 

counteract the decreased rain area.  513 

The simulated change in rainfall patterns can have considerable implications both on 514 

water resources and on natural hazards, which can be illuminated if we focus on specific 515 

rainstorms. For example, event #8 (1-7 Nov 1994) is an infamous ARST storm in which more 516 

than 500 people lost their lives, and extensive floods and damages occurred in Egypt and Israel 517 

(Krichak et al., 2000; De Vries et al., 2013). This event shows a substantial reduction in total 518 

rainfall under future-simulated conditions (-51%; Fig. 5, Fig. S10). Such a reduction would 519 

probably lead to a reduced risk of flash flooding, especially at the northern part of the region. 520 

However, while in many places total rainfall decreased in the simulation, few high-intensity rain 521 

cells still impacted the Sinai desert (Movie S2), with total rainfall of >100 mm, which would 522 

undoubtedly cause substantive floods in this region.  523 
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HPE #12 (Fig. S11) triggered a major streamflow increase and raised the level of the Sea 524 

of Galilee, the largest surficial freshwater reservoir in the region, by 45 cm within a week 525 

(compared with <10 cm rise the week before the storm occurred). This rise is equivalent to the 526 

yearly industrial consumption of freshwater in Israel at that time (~90 10
6
 m

3
) and constitutes 527 

more than a fifth of the annual water rise of the lake. The simulation of the future event indicates 528 

a substantial decrease in total rainfall (-27%). As the hydrological response to decreases in 529 

rainfall is non-linear (e.g., Peleg et al., 2014), this would probably lead to an even larger decrease 530 

in freshwater recharge with major implications on water resources. While a hydrological 531 

simulation of the different events is out of the scope of this paper, we stress that to have better 532 

insights about the hydrological response, a comparison of historic and future simulations of 533 

specific events through a hydrological model is highly desired. 534 

It is important to note that the frequency of events (e.g., Myhre et al., 2019) is not 535 

implicitly considered in our simulations. Rain events in the region are projected to have a 536 

reduced frequency (~-20%; Hochman et al., 2018; Zappa et al., 2015), and thus, the decreased 537 

rainfall we show here for the specific simulated events, may be considered as an underestimation 538 

of the projected changes in total precipitation from HPEs accounting for event occurrences.  539 

Nevertheless, a minor shortcoming of the PGW methodology is that frequency data is not 540 

totally excluded from the applied changes, which arise from the climatology of 25 years of 541 

CMIP5 models’ simulations. For this reason, changes in specific properties of events should be 542 

reflected by the mean climatology. Meaning that if our simulations would constitute a large 543 

portion of a 25-yr time interval, they would affect the mean climatology as well. Forty-one 544 

HPEs, however, are not a substantial part of the climatological mean of 25 years (~3% of the 545 

days in the season we examine [Oct-Apr]), and thus our simulations are not expected to be 546 

severely biased by this issue.  547 

A potential limitation that this study can be criticized for is the use of a single climate 548 

scenario forcing for the PGW and as such it will give only plausible results, rather probable. 549 

However, (a) this single scenario is the ensemble mean of CMIP5 models, which can be 550 

considered as a best estimate, to date, of large scale future changes, though work currently in 551 

progress shows that CMIP6 models generally simulate similar, and if anything more severe, 552 

changes to CMIP5 in this region (not shown), (b) we use a collection of many objectively-553 

identified events that constitutes some of the highest magnitude HPEs in the region. Results for 554 

this large set of paired-simulations show a similar behavior of different events representing 555 

different synoptic-scale conditions. Therefore, we claim that the sign and magnitude of the 556 

changes that emerge from these simulations should be considered as a probable projection of 557 

HPEs in the region.  558 

Indeed, the PGW event-based methodology provides us with projections for HPEs in a 559 

warmer climate. However, it must be noted we do not attempt to provide a climatology of HPEs 560 

in the future, nor give updated extreme event levels and frequencies. While these can be obtained 561 

using a framework which accounts for the frequency of events (Marra et al., 2019), the results 562 

we obtain have significance in drawing possible future scenarios for some of the heaviest 563 

precipitation events in the region. High resolution rainfall projections can also help improving 564 

future predictions in approaches requiring a changed rainfall distribution (e.g., Marra et al., 565 

2021). 566 
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4.2 Changes in Rainfall Patterns During Rainstorms 567 

Future rainstorms simulated in this work show quite a difference in rainfall patterns 568 

compared to historic rainstorms, mainly being more concentrated in both space and time. Given 569 

that the conditional rain rate increases, one might expect an increase in total precipitation during 570 

heavy precipitation events, as projected, for example, over Europe (e.g., Y. Chen et al., 2020; 571 

Hawcroft et al., 2018; Kendon et al., 2014). However, two other factors, less often addressed, 572 

negatively affect total rainfall: the size of the rain area, and the duration of the events. Among 573 

these two, we find that the rain area is the main contributor to decreased rainfall accumulation, 574 

which decreases, on average, by 40%. Furthermore, the rain area has a high correlation with the 575 

changes in rainfall accumulation, while the event duration decreases on average by 9% and has a 576 

low correlation with rainfall accumulation changes. 577 

It must be noted, however, that the changes in the rain area are not constant over different 578 

rain rates thresholds. The baseline 0.1 mm h
-1

 intensity is a good proxy for the total storm area. 579 

Going to larger thresholds, the area represented is a better indicator for the intense “core” of the 580 

storm, namely the inner part of convective cells during the storm. In fact, we found an increase in 581 

the rain area for thresholds of >10 mm hr
-1

. This means that, although the total rain area of HPEs 582 

shrinks, their cores are getting larger in future simulations. Similar findings were reported by 583 

Peleg et al. (2018) using historic radar observations over the eastern Mediterranean and by 584 

Wasko et al. (2016) using rain gauges in Australia. Both studies showed that total rain area and 585 

the convective core area scale with temperature in opposite directions: total area exhibits a 586 

negative scaling, while the area of the convective cores is positively scaled with temperature; this 587 

is probably related to an enhanced moisture convergence into the convective cores from the total 588 

storm extent. In contrast, results from studies of future extreme precipitation in the Netherlands 589 

and in the UK show the area of the storms is expected to increase with global warming (Y. Chen 590 

et al., 2020; Lochbihler et al., 2017, 2019), which may indicate a regional dependence in the 591 

scaling of the rain area, but this topic should be addressed in future studies (Fowler, Lenderink, 592 

et al., 2021). 593 

Since the hydrological response to HPEs is heavily related to space-time precipitation 594 

characteristics, the results shown above would have an immense impact on the hydrology of 595 

future rainstorms. Larger storm cores, having increased short duration rain rates may increase the 596 

risk of urban flooding and short-lived, fast responding flash floods (e.g., Tarasova et al., 2019), 597 

as well as soil erosion (e.g., Shmilovitz et al., 2021). However, this effect is expected to be 598 

mitigated by the decreased rainfall frequency caused by the shorter storm duration and smaller 599 

overall area. Combined, a possible conclusion could be that over the affected (rainy) area, the 600 

risk of short-duration natural hazards is higher, while over the entire domain this is uncertain. 601 

Yet, a clearer conclusion can be drawn for the detrimental effects of the changes in rainfall 602 

patterns over the entire storm through longer-duration processes: mean rain rates and amounts 603 

are expected to dramatically decrease. Therefore, the expected hydrological impact would 604 

include a further reduction of streamflow and a decline in freshwater resources, which requires 605 

immediate address by policy makers.  606 

Two key aspects are missing from the results presented here: a detailed analysis of the 607 

meteorological factors affecting the modeled change in rainfall patterns and their scaling with 608 

temperature, and a modeling of the hydrological impact of these changes. These two prospective 609 

aspects are currently being further studied. We call for a continued use of the PGW methodology 610 
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as a relatively easy-to-implement experiment, with results relevant to events of specific interest 611 

such as HPEs.  612 

5 Conclusions 613 

Through high-resolution event-based simulations of eastern Mediterranean HPEs in 614 

present and future climate, we show that in future: (a) event rainfall accumulations decrease 615 

substantially (inter-event average = -30%), throughout the study region, (b) mean conditional 616 

rain rate is increased (+15%), (c) event duration is getting shorter (-9%), and (d) rain area 617 

becomes dramatically smaller (-40%). The areal coverage for various rain rates shows opposing 618 

changes for lower and higher rain rates: it is reduced for low rain rate thresholds, and expanded 619 

for high rate thresholds. Thus, rainstorms become more concentrated in future simulations, with 620 

convective cores that exhibit shorter autocorrelation distance and higher regionally maximal rain 621 

rates (+22%). Furthermore, some increases in local short duration rain rates are seen mostly over 622 

the coastal region, but long duration rain rates are decreased throughout the region. The changes 623 

found are rather consistent across events, suggesting that these event-based conclusions may 624 

actually be probable. Changes in rainfall properties identified here reveal the dominance of the 625 

rain area in determining the decrease in total rainfall, with great implications over future 626 

hydrological processes. 627 
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Text S1. Brief analysis of the climate change applied for PGW simulations 

The changes applied, under the RCP 8.5 scenario, represent a major warming of the region. At 

the ground level a larger temperature increase is seen over land than over the sea with local 

maxima over the Arabian Peninsula and north-western Asia (Fig. S1a). The warming peaks at the 

upper troposphere (~300 hPa), where maximum values are near the equator, and is stronger in 

fall compared to spring (Fig. S1b-c). It is interesting to note that the warming in the upper 

troposphere is enhanced during fall, which may increase the static stability compared to winter 

and spring. The pattern of sea level pressure resembles the surface temperature change (with an 

opposite sign) and exhibits a maximum over the central Mediterranean, and a minimum at the 

Arabian Peninsula and north-western Asia, implying a decreased frequency of MCs, or a general 

decrease in sea-land pressure gradient. These changes are in concert with previous studies (e.g., 

Giorgi and Lionello, 2008; Seager et al., 2019; Tuel et al., 2021; Tuel and Eltahir, 2020). The 

moisture field is only slightly increased over the Mediterranean region, with larger increases in 

fall than in spring, and farther to the south in equatorial Africa (Fig. S1b,d). Combined with 

decreased zonal wind at both the lower and the upper tropopause, this suggests a decrease in 

moisture flux into the eastern Mediterranean. 

 

 

  



 

 

Table S1: Heavy precipitation events (HPEs) analysed in this study. Further details on the 

identification of events are described in Armon et al. (2020). Durations for which each of the 

HPEs were identified are marked with and X.  

HPE # Start time* End time* 
Synoptic 

classification# 

HPE duration [h] 

1 3 6 12 24 48 72 

1 2-11-1991 9:00 5-11-1991 9:00 MC X X X X X X X 

2 22-2-1992 8:00 27-2-1992 21:00 MC      X X 

3 23-11-1992 9:00 26-11-1992 7:00 MC X X X X    

4 12-12-1992 14:00 18-12-1992 13:00 MC X X X X X X X 

5 31-3-1993 9:00 2-4-1993 2:00 ARST   X     

6 21-12-1993 12:00 23-12-1993 15:00 ARST      X  

7 21-2-1994 19:00 25-2-1994 0:00 MC  X X X    

8 1-11-1994 15:00 7-11-1994 13:00 ARST X X X X X X X 

9 14-11-1994 1:00 18-11-1994 5:00 MC X X X X X X X 

10 15-12-1994 12:00 20-12-1994 21:00 MC X X   X X X 

11 28-12-1994 10:00 31-12-1994 23:00 MC   X     

12 4-2-1995 8:00 9-2-1995 10:00 MC     X X X 

13 1-11-1995 11:00 3-11-1995 14:00 MC X X      

14 7-11-1995 10:00 10-11-1995 17:00 MC       X 

15 6-3-1996 13:00 8-3-1996 4:00 MC  X X X X X  

16 11-12-1996 14:00 14-12-1996 15:00 ARST X X X X X X X 

17 13-1-1997 11:00 17-1-1997 7:00 MC X X X X X X X 

18 3-3-1997 6:00 4-3-1997 16:00 MC X X X X    

19 19-10-1997 11:00 20-10-1997 10:00 MC  X X X    

20 25-11-1997 10:00 27-11-1997 9:00 ARST  X X X X   

21 4-4-1998 4:00 4-4-1998 17:00 MC   X X    

22 28-12-1998 6:00 31-12-1998 21:00 MC X X X X X   

23 13-12-1999 6:00 15-12-1999 8:00 MC X X X X    

24 18-1-2000 6:00 24-1-2000 2:00 MC  X X X X X X 

25 25-1-2000 15:00 28-1-2000 20:00 MC X X X X X X X 

26 12-2-2000 22:00 16-2-2000 16:00 MC X X X X X X X 

27 29-11-2000 0:00 1-12-2000 10:00 MC    X X X X 

28 19-12-2000 6:00 21-12-2000 17:00 MC X X      

29 30-4-2001 9:00 2-5-2001 17:00 MC X X X X X X X 

30 9-12-2002 6:00 12-12-2002 6:00 MC  X X X X X X 

31 2-1-2003 16:00 4-1-2003 12:00 MC  X X     

32 27-1-2003 10:00 30-1-2003 13:00 MC X X X X X  X 

33 3-2-2003 0:00 5-2-2003 16:00 MC    X X X  

34 17-2-2003 19:00 22-2-2003 23:00 MC      X X 

35 24-2-2003 1:00 28-2-2003 2:00 MC    X X X X 

36 1-12-2003 14:00 5-12-2003 20:00 ARST X X X X X X X 

37 14-12-2003 16:00 15-12-2003 10:00 MC X X X X X   

38 15-12-2005 15:00 18-12-2005 9:00 MC  X X X    

39 18-12-2007 14:00 21-12-2007 8:00 MC   X X X X  

40 2-1-2008 3:00 5-1-2008 19:00 MC  X X X X X X 

41 17-1-2010 16:00 22-1-2010 6:00 MC X X X X X X X 

*Local winter time (UTC+2), presented as day-month-year and hour.  
#Simplified synoptic classification is based on Alpert et al. (2004) as described by Armon et al. (2020). 

 

  



 

 

 

Table S2: WRF model settings and specifications. 
 Outer nest Middle nest Inner nest 

Domains 

Spatial resolution [km] 25 x 25 5 x 5 1 x 1 

Temporal resolution [s] ~100 ~20 4-8 

Domain size [pixels] 100 x 100 221 x 221 551 x 551 

Number of vertical layers 68 68 68 

Model top [hPa] 25 25 25 

Physics 

Cumulus scheme Tiedtke (Tiedtke, 1989; Zhang et al., 2011) - 

Microphysical scheme Thompson (Thompson et al., 2008) 

Radiative transfer scheme RRTMG Shortwave and Longwave (Iacono et al., 2008) 

Planetary boundary layer scheme Mellor–Yamada– Janjić (Janjić, 1994) 

Surface layer scheme Eta Similarity Scheme (Janjić, 1994) 

Land surface model Unified Noah Land Surface (Tewari et al., 2004) 

Input data  

Historic simulations ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) 

“Future” (PGW) simulation ERA-Interim + Δ climate from CMIP5 models 

  



 

 

Table S3: Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) models used to compute 

the ensemble mean climate.  
# Model name Latitude 

resolution [°] 

Longitue 

resolution [°] 

Number of 

vertical levels 

Model top 

[hPa] 

1 ACCESS1-0 1.25 1.88 17 10 

2 ACCESS1-3 1.25 1.88 17 10 

3 CCSM4 0.94 1.25 17 10 

4 CESM1-BGC 0.94 1.25 17 10 

5 CESM1-CAM5 0.94 1.25 17 10 

6 CMCC-CESM 3.68 3.75 27 1 

7 CNRM-CM5 1.39 1.41 17 10 

8 CanESM2 2.77 2.81 22 1 

9 GFDL-CM3 2.00 2.50 23 1 

10 GFDL-ESM2G 1.52 2.50 17 10 

11 GFDL-ESM2M 1.52 2.50 17 10 

12 GISS-E2-H 2.00 2.50 17 10 

13 GISS-E2-R 2.00 2.50 17 10 

14 HadGEM2-AO 1.25 1.88 17 10 

15 HadGEM2-ES 1.25 1.88 17 10 

16 IPSL-CM5A-LR 1.89 3.75 17 10 

17 IPSL-CM5A-MR 1.27 2.50 17 10 

18 IPSL-CM5B-LR 1.89 3.75 17 10 

19 MIROC-ESM 2.77 2.81 29 1 

20 MIROC-ESM-CHEM 2.77 2.81 29 1 

21 MIROC5 1.39 1.41 17 10 

22 MPI-ESM-LR 1.85 1.88 22 1 

23 MPI-ESM-MR 1.85 1.88 22 1 

24 MRI-CGCM3 1.11 1.13 22 1 

25 MRI-ESM1 1.11 1.13 22 1 

26 NorESM1-M 1.89 2.50 17 10 

27 NorESM1-ME 1.89 2.50 17 10 

28 bcc-csm1-1 2.77 2.81 17 10 

29 inmcm4 1.50 2.00 17 10 

 

  



 

 

 

Figure S1. Examples of changes applied in “Future” (PGW) simulations based on ensemble mean 

of 29 CMIP5 models (Table S3). (a) Average change during the months with HPEs analyzed in 

this study (Oct through Apr; Table S1) in surface temperature (colors) and in sea-level pressure 

(contours). Dashed contours in panels a, c and d are negative signals. (b) Monthly vertical 

profiles of the change in temperature (solid lines, bottom horizontal axis) and in specific 

humidity (dashed lines, top horizontal axis) at the center of the study region (32°N, 35°E). 

Vertical changes were applied in each of the pixels along the study domain. (c) Average change 

(Oct through Apr) in upper-troposphere temperature (300 hPa; colors) and in the zonal (west-

east) wind (contours). (d) Average change (Oct through Apr) in lower-troposphere specific 

humidity (850 hPa; colors) and in the zonal (west-east) wind (contours).  
 



 

 

 

Figure S2. Additional rain properties of HPE #1. (a) Areal mean of 10-min conditional rain rates 

throughout the event. Dashed lines are the event-average values, and the bold, thick lines 

represent the duration of the event (the interval in which the central 90% of rainfall 

precipitated). (b) Autocorrelation structure of the 10-min convective rain fields for the first heavy 

precipitation event (HPE) in our collection, 2-5 Nov 1991. Curves are median values across 429 

convective rain fields in the historic simulation (blue) and 407 in future simulation. Shaded areas 

represents the 25%-75% quantiles from each simulation. 



 

 

 

Figure S3. Comparison of future and historic rainfall accumulation of each of the 41 HPEs 

analyzed (as in Fig. 4a), computed separately for each of the sub-regions (Fig. 1b). Statistical 

significance, marked with ** in the panel titles, is based on paired (historic – future) tests (Sect. 

2.4). 

  



 

 

 

Figure S4. Change between future and historic simulations in event-average rainfall 

accumulation (blue), rainy area (red), event duration (orange), and mean conditional rain rate 

(purple), across the 41 HPEs analyzed. Events are ordered by their normalized changes in rainfall 

accumulation (see Fig. 5). 
 



 

 

 

Figure S5. Association between the change in rainfall accumulation throughout the analyzed 

HPEs (vertical axis) and the different parameters shown in Fig. 5. Lines are the linear regressions 

between the parameters. Spearman’s rank correlations are noted in the legend. Asterisks denote 

significant correlation. 

 



 

 

 

Figure S6. Spatial autocorrelation of the convective 10-min time steps for historic (blue) and 

future (orange) simulations. The number of convective time steps in historic and future 

simulations per event are 388±196 (𝜇 ± 𝜎) and 378±211, respectively. Calculations based on 

Marra and Morin (2018). 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure S7. Quantiles among pixels (see Fig. 7) exhibiting different rain rate changes plotted 

versus the duration examined. Values are normalized to the areal mean value of each duration. 

 



 

 

 

Figure S8. Same as in Fig. S3, but for maximal 10-min rain rate calculated throughout the pixels 

in each region and along all time steps. Maximum across all regions is in Fig. 4c. 

  



 

 

 

Figure S9. Boxplots of regionally maximal rain rates (across all pixels and time steps) for various 

durations. White circles with black dots are median values, boxes are the inter-quartile range 

(IQR), whiskers represents the full distribution except for cases where outliers (hollow circles) are 

found beyond the range of ± 1.5 × 𝐼𝑄𝑅 from the box. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Figure S10. Rainfall in HPE#8 (1-7 Nov 1994). (a) Rainfall accumulation for the historic 

simulation (mean = 30.0 mm). (b) Total rainfall for the future (PGW) simulation (mean = 14.5 

mm). (c) Difference between historic and future simulations (future – historic). 

 

 

Figure S11. Same as figure S4, but for HPE#12 (4-9 Feb 1995). Historic simulation mean = 28.8 

mm; future mean = 21.1 mm. 

 

Movie S1. Animation of rain rate through time in historic (left) and future (right) simulations for 

HPE #1 (Table S1; Sect. 3.1). 

Movie S2. Similar to Movie S1, but for HPE #8. 
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